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Abstract 
A repository of Definitional Contexts, even more than to be conceived of as traditional corpora, is very 
valuable tool for lexicography. This paper describes a corpus of Definitional Contexts, from the defini- 
tion of the term to the description of the applications of the corpus in lexicography. The intended appli- 
cations for the work, and how these affected the corpus design, are described. In addition, the method- 
ology for corpus building and the corpus structure are outlined, and the preliminary results of the work 
in progress are presented. 

1 The need for Definitional Contexts 

Text corpora are widely used in lexicography because they provide information about 
words, such as their frequency, and allow the lexicographer to extract and analyse concor- 
dances, which can be useful for distinguishing the possible different senses of a word. 
However, for specialised lexical units, also called terms, viewing the context is not enough 
to clarify the meaning, and more information is needed to describe. 

Previous studies have been carried out to provide the lexicographer with concordances of 
discursive structures that link a term with its definition in specialised texts. Among them, we 
should note the systematic search for definitions in specialised corpora (Pearson 1998; 
Meyer 2001), the work on metalinguistic information extraction (Rodriguez 2004), and the 
use ofénoncés définitoires (Auger 1997; Rebeyrolle 2000). 

For the purposes of this article, based on previous research by the Language Engineering 
Group (Alarcón & Sierra 2003), we consider Definitional Contexts (henceforth referred to as 
DCs): textual fragments in specialised texts in which information relevant for defining a 
term is given. A DC is formed by its minimal constitutive elements: a term, a definition, and 
usually a defining verb governing syntactic patterns. Also, some typographical and discur- 
sive markers may commonly be used to highlight the presence of either a term or a defini- 
tion. Here we present an example ofaDC: 

La energía primaria, en términos generales, se define como aquel recurso energético que no ha sufri- 
do transformación alguna, con excepción de su extracción. 
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In this case, we can see that the DC sequence is formed by the term energía primaria, the 
definition aquel recurso..., and the verbal predication se define como (Eng: is defined as), as 
well as other characteristic units such as the discursive marker en términos generales (Eng: 
in general terms) and the typographical marker (bold font) that in this case emphasises the 
presence of the term. 

2 Applications of DCs 

A corpus of DCs is an important tool for lexicographic work as well as work in other 
areas such as terminology, information extraction, and text mining. Here we outline the 
applications of the DC corpus for the Language Engineering Group at the Engineering 
Institute, whose central project is the creation of onomasiological dictionaries (Sierra and 
McNaught 2000), i.e. dictionaries that provide help to users who want to express a specific 
concept they have in mind but do not remember the term for it. 

2.1 DCsfor linguistic definition analysis 

We can see a definition as a linguistic description of a concept represented by a term. 
This description establishes relationships with other terms, in order to delimit the meaning of 
the concept. We identify five types of definitions according to Figure 1 : 

'§••^^:0••••: 

fflHi0i.   «••••  'turäi'joŕi     •••••• 

Figure 1. Typology of definitions 

• Analytic definition: specifies genus + differentia. 
• Exclusive genus definition: provides no description of the differentia. 
• Synonymic definition: indicates a strong semantic relationship with the genus. 
• Functional definition: includes differentia that indicate the function ofthe concept. 
• Extensional definition: includes differentia that enumerate the parts composing the con- 

cept. 

We identified regular specific patterns and structures associated with the representation 
of concepts in natural language. In Spanish, most definitions start with a noun phrase, 
although in functional definitions verbal phrases are also common. 

• Noun phrases can start with a quantifier (todos, algunos, cada uno, ninguno), determin- 
er (un, una, unos, unas, el, la, los, las), or demonstrative (este, esta, estos, estas). 

• The genus may consist of a set of prepositional phrases after the initial noun phrase. 
• The differentia may be introduced by subordinated clauses composed of noun, adjective 

and prepositional phrases. 
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Employing these patterns and structures is a productive method for recognising and clas- 
sifying DCs in a corpus. Verbal predications are composed of a verb plus a grammatical par- 
ticle and structures such as adverbs, adjectives, articles, prepositions or phrases. They estab- 
lish a strong relationship with the type of definition introduced in a DC. 

A DC corpus will be helpful in analysing - from a syntactic and semantic point of view - 
the relationships among these elements, as well as the arguments for each of the different 
types ofdefinitions (e.g., agent/source, theme, goal). 

2.2 DCsfor automatic definition extraction 
Terminography can be understood as the practice of creating dictionaries of specialised 

terms. Terms may be identified in corpora either manually or automatically. In the field of 
automatic term extraction, there are various possibilities for achieving this goal (Cabré, 
Estopà & Vivaldi 2001); one ofthese is a rule-based system that identifies recurrent syntac- 
tic patterns. Methodologies have also been developed for extracting definitions from text, 
e.g., based on searching for linguistic and metalinguistic patterns (Rodriguez 2004; Klavans 
&Muresan2001). 

We are working on the development of a tool for automatically extracting definitional 
contexts in Spanish from corpora. Previous work on a small corpus on engineering helped us 
to identify a collection of defining verbs commonly used in definitional contexts to link 
terms and definitions (Sierra and Alarcón 2002). This repository of syntactic patterns has 
been analysed, modified and extended by a methodology that will be explained in Section 3. 

A corpus of DCs should provide a basis for analysing the constitutive elements of a defi- 
nitional context. Furthermore, it could be a starting point for developing extraction algo- 
rithms for a rule-based system. This means that the DC corpus is helpful for analysing the 
structure of terms, definitions and characteristic elements, and will help to formulate rules 
for extracting candidate DCs from annotated corpora. 

2.3 DCs for onomasiological dictionaries 

An onomasiological dictionary is a user-oriented tool for accurately retrieving the terms 
associated with a concept. The dictionary consists of a system that analyses the information 
in lexical resources in order to create a lexical knowledge base (henceforth abbreviated as 
LKB), which is then matched with a query given by the user to provide the relevant informa- 
tion. The LKB provides all the knowledge necessary for onomasiological searching. In prin- 
ciple, it must represent what a person knows about both concepts and their corresponding 
terms. A person is able to determine the inherent properties of a concept and associate the 
conceptual properties with a set of common terms. Our LKB consists then of a set of terms, 
a set of definitions for each term, a set of keywords associated with the definitions and a set 
of lexical paradigms that group keywords with the same meaning. It includes not only the 
databases that constitute these sets of data, but also the interrelationships among all the sets. 

Therefore, a corpus of DCs provides definitions (either lexicographical or terminologi- 
cal), which are the basic elements for the LKB and the primary source of linguistic knowl- 
edge to be considered. DC corpora are an important resource for attaining the high degree of 
completeness required in the LKB. 
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3 Methodology for DC identification 

In this section, we present the different methodologies we used to obtain definitional 
contexts. These methodologies constitute the steps of DC corpus building, and are related to 
the need to identify and classify definitional contexts in different fields, in order to obtain a 
representative collection. For this purpose, we searched for contexts in which the verbs are 
linked to the Genus and Differentia. These defining verbs are: comprender, concebir, cono- 
cer, considerar, definir, denominar, entender and identificar (Eng: to comprehend, to con- 
ceive, to know, to consider, to define, to denominate, to understand and to identify). 

3.1 Obtaining DCs through the Bwana 

The Bwana is a search engine developed by the Instituto Universitario de Lingüística 
Aplicada (IULA). This engine allows users to search for linguistic occurrences in IULA's 
Technical Corpus (BwanaNet). We used this corpus to obtain part of our collection of DCs. 

3.1.1 Search methodology 

The first step was the search for the occurrences of the defining verb lemmas. We 
restricted to search to 500 occurrences of the lemma, using the random option to retrieve the 
contexts. The searches were carried out on all fields of the corpus. 

Once we had retrieved contexts containing the defining verbs, we manually analysed 
them in order to find definitional contexts. We selected and classified each DC according to 
the inflexion of the verb. This taxonomy helped us to identify a set of definitional patterns. 

3.1.2 Definitionalpatterns 

Using this set of definitional patterns, we started a new search. We translated the patterns 
into regular expressions, according to the syntax of the EAGLES tags used by IULA's 
Technical Corpus. 

Definitional patterns are composed of a defining verb and a grammatical element such as 
the Spanish adverb como and the pronoun se. The patterns present different structures accord- 
ing to the inflexion of the verb, and most of the defining verbs shared similar structures. Nev- 
ertheless, some definitional patterns followed particular structures depending on the verb. 

Here, we show some examples of definitional patterns and the syntax we used to find 
them in the Bwana engine. We present three different cases related to the verbs definir, 
entender and denominar. In the next example, we can see a pattern common to these verbs: 

[word="se"] [pos="R.*"] {0,1} [lemma="definir|entender|denominar" & pos="V[^IGC] ..."] 
[word!="como"] {0,15} [word="como"] 

The pattern is formed by the pronoun se, another optional pronoun expressed by the 
EAGLE tag "R", the lemma of the defining verb in inflected form, any optional word pre- 
sent in the next 15 words except the adverb como, and finally this adverb. The optional dis- 
tance of 15 words takes into account the fact that the term or another element could appear 
between the defining verb and the adverb como. 
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With this pattern, we can retrieve contexts such as the following, in which we found the 
term, hemólisis, within the optional distance: 

Estudio de la hemólisis: <search pattern>se define la hemólisis como</search pattern> la reducción de 
la duración de la vida de los hematíes, que normalmente es de 110 + lOdías. 

3.1.3Results 

Some examples of the definitional patterns are shown below. Each one is specific to a 
defining verb: 

Definir: 
[pos="Z"] [lemma="definir" & pos="HMS"] [word!="como"] {0,15} [word="como"] 

Entender: 
[pos="V.*"] (l,2} [lemma="entender"&pos="HMS"] [word!="como"] {0,15} [word="como"] 

Denominar: 
[pos="N.*"] [pos="J.*"] {0,2} [lemma="denominar"&pos="HMS"] 

In these examples, the defining verb occurs as a past participle. In the first one, the tag 
"Z" represents any punctuation mark. In the second example, we take into account the 
occurrence of at least one auxiliary verb. Finally, in the third example the tags "N" and "J" 
represent a noun and an adjective, which are common elements in specialised terms. 

Using the methodology described above, we retrieved a total of 10,589 contexts. In the 
first stage, the search for the defining verb lemmas, we found 4,352 contexts, of which 363 
were DCs and 3,989 were not (NO-DC). Searching with definitional patterns, we found 
3,095 DCs and 3,142 NO-DCs. 

There is a substantial difference between approaches involving obtaining DCs using 
defining verb lemmas and those using definitional patterns; with the latter we can obtain bet- 
ter results, both in precision and recall. 

Further, we measured the precision of each definitional pattern. This measure, widely 
used in Information Retrieval, was obtained in our case by dividing the number of DCs 
found by the total number of contexts retrieved. The closer to 1 the precision value is, the 
better the precision results, i.e., the less noise found in retrieving definitional context candi- 
dates. 

The precision values of the Genus & Differentia verbs are, in decreasing order: denomi- 
nar, 0.720; conocer, 0.5183; concebir, 0.5116; entender, 0.4559; definir, 0.4483; identificar, 
0.2133; comprender, 0.1580; and considerar, 0.1267. 

We should note that searching for definitional patterns allows us to retrieve more DCs 
with less noise. 

3.2 Obtaining DCs through the CLI 

While we searched for and integrated candidate DCs from the BWANA Corpus, we also 
obtained other candidates from an extract of the Linguistic Corpus on Engineering (CLI, in 
Spanish) (Medina et al. 2004). This extract contains approximately 500,000 words. The CLI 
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is a corpus composed of technical documents (papers, reports, dissertations, etc.) in different 
thematic areas of Engineering. 

3.2.1Methodologyofthesearchforpatterns 

Therecognition of DCs in the CLI extract was performed using specific verbal patterns. 
For this task, we employed an electronic tool developed in Python by Rodriguez (2004).1 

3.2.2 Search methodology 

For the process of pattern extraction, we considered these verbal forms: 
• Third person singular and plural inne\ions(define, caracteriza, es/son..., etc.) 
• Past and present participles, because they are associated in Spanish with the construc- 

tion of verbal periphrasis in past perfect tense (se ha definido como, ha significado...), or in 
passive constructions {siendo entendido como, es visualizado como...) 

• The auxilliary poder (Eng: can) in verbal periphrasis Q?uede referir a, puede ser consid- 
erado como...) 

3.1.3Results 

We can see an example of the results of this process in Figure 2: 

Total of lines Eäítracted          Percentage 

iit)w<u 89          0.710181934248 

•••••* by •••• 

conocido      I 1.9 

!conoce         1 18 

conocida      !  1.3 

•••••••       | 36 

conociendo i   2 

Figure 2. XML table with a DC Candidate 

4 Corpus structure 

After the extraction and classification of possible candidates from both corpora of texts, 
the BWANA and the CLI, we established canonical patterns of DCs. These kinds of struc- 

1 The input for this system is a set of previously delimited text fragments. The output is a XML table with a list of pat- 
terns obtained, the particular token associated with the pattern, and the frequency of use in the CLI extract as a whole. 
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tures are described as those patterns that explicitly show a defining verb with its syntactic 
arguments (Sierra et al. 2003; Aguilar et al. 2004), e.g., contrasting verbs such as definir, 
considerar (to consider) or ser (to be). In the first case, definir and considerar show three 
possible arguments: a NP ovpro with the role ofAgent or Source (Jackendoff 1991;Fillmore 
et al. 2002), a NP representing the Term in the Theme role, and an Adjunct Phrase or Clause 
introduced by a adverb como (•••1••) with the definition in the role of Goal. Some examples 
ofthese DCs are shown in (a) and (b): 

a) [<E1 Minvu> <NP=Agent/Source>] [<define> <Verb>] [<Gobernabilidad Urbana> <NP=Theme>] 
[<como> <Adverb>] : [<identificar tareas a realizar y quien las hará, las funciones que deben descen- 
tralizarse y las que deben centralizarse> <Adjunt =Goal>] 
b) [<Para esta dirección> <NP=Agent/Source>] [<el paisaje> <NP=Theme>] [<se concibe como> 
<Verb>] [<una entidad espacial, un ensamble de ecosistemas en interacción centrando su interés en los 
diferentes fenómenos relacionados con el intercambio entre los sistemas y la heterogeneidad espacial> 
<Adjunct =Predication>]. 

The verb ser includes one argument of the NP type in the Theme role, which identifies 
the Term, and a nominal predication as definition, e.g., the case of (c): 

c) CUCHILLA FUSIBLE [<La cuchilla fusible> <NP=Theme>] [<es> <Predicacion Verbal 
Definitoria>] [<un elemento de conexión y desconexión de circuitos eléctricos>. <FN/Definici6n>] 

This corpus shows the constituent units of DCs. For this reason, we have been establish- 
ing a set of tags in XML that identify both the DC as a whole and the particular elements 
integrated within it. The tags allow us to display an XML archive divided into a Head and a 
Body. The fields declared in the Head are: 

Name 
•^•••••••••••••••• 

••••• c>fumt t"otmd in a ••••••••, c.gL. verb xer 
Soatxxs Rcfercmoć to fhe orię&tnl oorpuai BWAHA «• Ct.l' 
Date Duto ofoampifation and sagging 
.Psltem. Throe ÈOi'isuuùlion ••••••; 

t,   ••••••! puftern (e,g4 \bs copula »• asscwuied witìi fhe Aràtotetânn 
.Definition? Temi + V*tto + DelMtiùfl) 

2.    Insertion of u NP or Impersonal Pro:m>un (¿s, in Spmbh) rcfemng io 
Aufliut'ofDefmittMi{e.g.jX tfefitte Y čůntú Z). 

•.   f%l:tems associated iviíb cnscriwn of m odvrabiai «r prcposi.(iomi.l 
partiele (c.&,X A? •••••• ¿>ûmù ¥., X ivfierů ú Y, X ¿frw puťa Y) 

Type Type of deľMtion:: Qer\m 
Fumcü'ansl or ExseruaonaJ. 

& Di.ffiaentía,  Exclusive  Genuą  Synouyiny, 

Ot?mpilar NoiecifCdmpiler 

Table 1. Tags associated with the Head of the XML archive 

This information not only has a great value for identifying the verb associated with a DC 
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in a text, but also for managing our corpora. In Figure 3, we illustrate the tags related to the 

Body of the XML archive, each of which is explained in Table 2. 

nura 

~-j     , tUptarm=Hfn, ftrc ¥ iprep« tv. ••      | 

^T~TO^~H Mjäžf = ŕBĎ; TON„ ••••, 
8^-—.———. ""•••        *•••••••••••••••••••••••••« 

Ě PVD J^fflresdow(sJ,fta), •••••1.2)] 

pama, arps=(Z,3j] 

nSÏ 
-^- 

^1 MP     j 
L>""""' "J 

""t3------ - J~ľ     lft>ct= teura^ffigrfeiugriyiiu||r~~l 

Figure 3. Three descriptions of XML tags in the Body 

_^.y&L.. 
r>iiu!UK*u 
I Cttnfe9Ct 

!uUíiľ.v> 3K_'<f!iJ.!.ji!J.iV ii!t!ii1 j !>'" 
iiAjj^î'OLi. ÄJL 

Hefen taÜie •••• ••••••«1. ••• tìirftete lspU-mi •••••• io áree ••••• phrase •••••••: 
• foafo •••• ••• •• «dfocthnff, NP *ff', aadTVPftwlh •, •••&•••• •* ••  

••• tinro 

MF 

PVP 

BďÄ» 

DçffiAeïi 
I Vwtai 
řtatirafcn 

Mirafcs •• <fcfmiSew umnaled w• tlm ismn, im (his •••• wc pm*iclsr • attritate •• 
t*pe of dsßni&• OB {<lenus &• Mffiawia'K •• (FiuKtimwl), '.EXT (1•1«••••.#, Öcs 
¿EXílttál« ••••1 aii3 Siû (8VMWmv> 

afl w i »^i»*miwMMM^^^^d&a^,..\\..7.VA»w^¿^mi*»M««a)to8a«Lfeaagi 

Alluifci io tft.e 1•*••• i>rVtn#ti| fttJfe*iioii., ••\ a vťšftv ¿w a'ygcii:%eai {$i¿5geíi) 
ftürt 4efkte> aameÉfef, antí ům ••• ••1 ùtâmtaxs< rhc> ilefiM)itm (ui wterî> ar • 
P7C(Msitmn,\ 
^ITl*h äiliÄUiB ••«•• sniiMiüiáto (•••09•••••'•• «ÄfflS • <••••1•• piíffl! «jHUjiÚSKiti 
Agrnl 4- Tram. 4- ¥«* 4 'Nexus *• fJsfflsMto is <the mnwrfcfd use :in. «¡ntet » «rfher casts, 
••• as. ••••• •••1•••1••• A"t'mm 4 Asj¡ 4 v«Ŕ 4 •••• +• f>efiiiitibnX •••••••••• willi. 
•• imp^srf |MnOlffl w £» + ¥a» +• V*ft *••• +• •.•••*& * ra**e!Sc «•••.•••«. 
(BäUdön t-•• 4 VÉťh +Wem*+ •••. 
l'n •••••, in «••• rases i ìs •••••••• 6* take ••? awmmt lhedMsiofl ••• vaňal sthistuř«1 

• +• 'Vafe 4 ;Nta*MS •*• to» «ni!», via lhc msHrti<m af • ••••» 6• «sampfe^ <• defitta* •• •*- 
VMti| ^•• &¡*•&'•• • '•••&.•* |Teraa| *iat«>> p&xuf| ^ti ••••• •£•• eS-ůrta • .ra 
«'ťcSäw ••*•5••? Ar &ftfwpj! €Í íteíc a? fe sceeiän &amvrtai iíci ••••" |D*&Airoi]. in 
ům«aą,t«-«•••••å» Mtribirtc»f^rt I awäPati2toïâtelsbe(li.•••• »»|«••••tanso*tKiilJ 
#iklMifatrtwérM|iŕM)iŕM«ffi; « 4-VfttMPaff 1j i >*•* •>« Ł). _   

VD 

<• 

fMMt5g 
¥«• 

•^•1: 

1•!.••. • •••)• •• •\:mVi • • •\• in •••• r*dl.ii|ij.Mn. •••••» <a • 
»liüMiüu íťbumvMfá •••• tm iliŕ mňi ¡11 • 1•. •••••••• ïs >:ui •••'•> » •••••• 
•••1»• <rf •^••••• (e.g, Agenb&ureř + Ä«s 4 <to»l •••• •••••' + i>redfcsaX. M ••: 

i*tl> ••••.» !l•=ptfi«SMç ••&•••• •)•>*••* ffiś ••••••• J ••••••!*4 *f8i •• ••••• 
^ffi,Sj2AÏÏM^Si2SJASU^S2LS^2AU.^^Ï^^^L. 
:lfMiet*dEtAruâiëerveA« •11 fmk s •••^&•^•••! Agent, i»!•••••• ths auitiw•• 
juff>aa uf ilif d.-Hiiìiiuii nr cmsáñ mania uniu tliM tďa • ilils »••••• mlf. suxb js 
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pmnm\ :•••••••»(••, •• fimi ••••• p!urf:••••••.mwa'/er) •• (lu? ¡••••••••! •*•!••1« 

•í 'Nu,sm 
sí£ííl[líKÍr¡^ •• ilríililliufl. 

MD :DíK •••• 
Míilfcsr 

IMiaiis đittuisive ••••••••• ttoi •••••••• a gûsslttir IXľ,; iw irmi tei ¿rrniMft-z, í& 

•• "!••••••• 
t, ýartstr 

IdcfilifíĚs all typi"; iil%p<igrap!3icil feseres (¡lattes, ••*•1 untltiSSb|, capii?.) klim, ••.)•••1 
Mjählmhl •• lsrrn «• Ih« :ile&aììna. 

Table 2. Tags for identification of DC units 

5 Work in progress 
5.1 Typology ofdefinitions and their relationships with verbalpredications 

Given our aim of obtaining terms and definitions from real texts in any natural language 
(in our case, Spanish), it is necessary to take into account the relationships established 
among such terms and definitions and the verbal predications that connect them. 

This corpus allows us to perform a more detailed analysis of how a verbal predication 
determines the type of definition linked to a term in a DC. In this work, we have described 
the relationships that definitions of Genus & Differentia maintain with verbs such as enten- 
der, concebir, and definir, in the tri-argumental structure Agent/Source + Theme + Goal. 
Additionally, we have identified other verbs such as referir, representar, ser and significar 
(Eng: to refer, to represent, to be and to mean/to signify), related to definitions of Genus & 
Differentia. The important distinction between these groups of verbs is that the latter group 
establishes a bi-argumental structure of predication composed by a Theme (that is, the Term 
in the role of Subject of these predication) and the predicate introduced after the verb. 

However, we believe that these two types of relationships are not the only ones. For 
example, verbs such as contener, incluir and integrar (Eng: to contain, to include and to inte- 
grate) establish the nexus in Extensional Definitions; verbs such as emplear, servir and usar 
(Eng: to employ, to serve and to use) are linked to functional definitions. This corpus offers 
an important set of data that helps to accomplish a better analysis of these relationships 
between verbal predications and types of definitions. 

5.2 Concept extraction 

DCs can be seen as the first stage in developing the conceptual framework for dictionary 
and glossary creation, as well as in determining semantic relations or finding new terms in 
specialised texts. Furthermore, DCs could help in many other lexicographic tasks, as we 
have seen in this paper. We have observed that searching for DCs using their definitional 
patterns is a good starting point for developing a rule-based DC-extractor system. 

In order to identify these contexts automatically using corpora, we have recognised'the 
need for a DC corpus that helps us with the job of identifying and classifying definitional 

2 For this purpose, we used the criteria described in FrameNet (http.7/framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu0 in relation to 
verbs such as to conceive, to define and to understand. 
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patterns. These patterns must at least help us to find DCs through the presence of defining 
verbs. However, a DC is a more complex structure that includes discursive markers, typo- 
graphical marks, and pragmatic relations that highlight the presence of both term and defini- 
tions. Considering these characteristic elements would be helpful in developing rules for 
extracting and classifying the elements present in DCs. 

Thus, this investigation contributes to a much-needed approach within terminographical 
research in the Spanish language, and adds new information to previous research based on 
the English language. 

5.3 Defintions in the onomasiological dictionary 

As the onomasiological dictionary is concept-oriented, in order to permit searching for 
terms by means of their meanings, the term and the concept must be extracted. Definitions 
refer to a concept and identify it with respect to all others, giving its essential properties and 
characteristics, along with some other relevant facts. Since definitions are eásily identifiable 
in lexical resources, either dictionaries or specialised corpora, they constitute the basic infor- 
mation to be extracted. After recurrent linguistic patterns highlighting the presence ofdefini- 
tions in specialised texts were identified, an expert group was created to work on extracting 
definitions from different corpora in which terms are introduced and their concepts 
explained. Both DCs and definitions were captured for each term in the terminological data- 
bank (Sierra et al. 2003), on the subject ofLinguistics, Physics (Lara et al. 2000), and sexu- 
ality (Medina and Sierra 2004). 

For our purposes, definitions provide sufficient information for the onomasiological dic- 
tionary, as this type of dictionary contains the same information as a semasiological one, but 
with the difference that look-up is carried out using the definition rather than the term as a 
starting point. In this sense, lexical definitions provide a description of the necessary and 
sufficient characteristics for identifying a concept. If someone reads a lexical definition, they 
can often infer the word that denotes it. However, we take into account that the onomasio- 
logical dictionary must allow users to input the concept to be searched through the ideas 
they may have, using any words in any order; as such, there are several methods and a vari- 
ety of words that may be used to formulate a concept. Therefore, the target for the termino- 
logical data-bank was to get the most definitions possible for each term, as a single lexical 
definition is not enough to retrieve the word; the individual definitions do not in themselves 
contain sufficient information. This paradoxical ambivalence is our reason for considering 
both dictionaries and corpora as the basic and essential resources of our LKB: instead of an 
isolated resource, we use as much data as necessary drawn from different resources to 
answer user queries. 

Since the application of the onomasiological dictionary is restricted to specific domains, 
the best starting point is therefore a corpus describing the conceptual framework of that 
domain. As specialised corpora can extend the description of a concept beyond a useful kind 
ofknowledge, the extraction ofthe properties requires the specification ofalimit. This prob- 
lem affects the compilation of terminological data, which relies on some initial principles 
such as the subject of the work, the users, the purpose of terminology processing, and the 
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scope and extension intended. Although the effort to identify concepts from a conceptual 
framework in a corpus is somewhat more difficult than using a dictionary as a database, it is 
also worthwhile to point out that the benefits of using a richer resource can far exceed the 
cost of extracting the information. 
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